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Unit 1:  Heroic/Villainous Images (20% of Course Grade) 
 


Important Dates: Rough Draft due on Turnitin: Thursday, 3/31 by 8AM 
 PeerMark: Thursday, 3/31 
 Final Draft due on Turnitin: Tuesday, 4/5 by 8AM 
 
Length and Format: 500-1,000 words; Standard MLA format; inclusion of image and URL (if not in the 


preapproved folder); Failure to meet length and/or formatting requirements will result in ten points 


EACH deducted from your essay grade. 


Constraints: Third Person POV; Inclusion of selected image with URL 


Grading: Visual Analysis Rubric 


Guidelines:  


 
In this cartoon, Bill Watterson makes an argument about media culture's relationship to its audience -- that 
it puts the viewer/reader in a passive condition, that the reader becomes a mere recipient of information. In 
moving away from a study of visual culture to a study of visual rhetoric, it is important to resist this passivity 
and instead analyze the rhetorical techniques and structures used by contemporary texts -- whether they 
be visual, verbal, or hybrid visual-verbal texts -- to persuade their audience. 
 
For this assignment, you will be the "anti-Calvin" and actively analyze visual rhetoric as it relates to 
heroes/heroics AND/OR villains/villainy. Choosing one or more powerful pieces of visual rhetoric, write a 
500-1,000 word essay that analyzes the rhetorical strategies and appeals used to create persuasive 
meaning as it relates to hero/villian figures. Your end product will be an essay in which you will “read” an 
image just as you would read and write about a written text.  In this essay, you should answer at least ONE 
of the following questions: 
 


 How is the heroic/villainous ideal defined by the image(s)?  
 


 What message about heroism/villainy does the image put forth(s)? 
 


 Is this message effective? 


 








Follow these steps to proceed with this assignment: 
1) Select your text(s). Choose a visual rhetoric text from eCampus (Unit Materials Unit 1: 


Heroic/Villainous Images Images for Use) that most appeals to you. You may also have an 
image of your choosing approved for use.  
 


2) Pre-writing/Planning. Do a five minute pre-write on your image. This pre-write should be in 
addition to any free-writing on the topic done in class. For your pre-write, you may do 
brainstorming, free-writing, clustering, or the alternate strategy of your choice.  Be sure to consider 
the question you plan on answering in the essay and think about organization and the way you will 
shape your essay. 


 
3) The Draft. Then, write a persuasive interpretation of your texts, considering both the messages 


within them and the cultural reality they reflect/create (i.e. how does your text go about defining a 
hero/villain?  Who does it identify as a hero/villain?  What does it say about 
heroes/heroism/villains/villainy? What heroic/villainous qualities/attributes does it convey?). Be 
sure you consider the assumptions underlying the texts, questions of materiality, layout, audience 
and purpose. 


 
 


Checklist 
 


Before you turn in your essay, make sure you can answer “yes” to the following questions. 
 


 Does your essay have a specific title (other than Essay 1)? 


 Does your introduction capture the reader’s attention? 


 Do you include a clearly written, detailed thesis statement? 


 Does each paragraph support your thesis statement? 


 Do you use specific visual elements from the image to develop your body paragraphs and support 


your points?  


 Do you connect your evidence to your thesis statement through the use of commentary? 


 Does your concluding paragraph bring your essay to a satisfying close? 


 Is each paragraph well developed? 


 Does each paragraph transition from one to the next? 


 Is the essay written in third person? 


 Is your essay formatted correctly? (See MLA information on eCampus) 


 Is your essay free of grammatical errors? 


 Is essay at least 500 words? 
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